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Men recorded beheading
people in Syria, Iraq
before November assault

Toxins in rentals
worsen health issues

By RUKMINI CALLIMACHI
NEW YORK TIMES

PARIS — The Islamic State
released a video Sunday apparently showing footage of the
Paris attackers while they were
in Syria and Iraq, where they
are pictured carrying out executions, including beheadings.
If the identities of all the men
in the video are confirmed, it
would be the first evidence that
the group that killed 130 people
in coordinated attacks in Paris
on Nov. 13 had been sent from
the Islamic State’s base in Syria.
The video makes it clear that
the Paris attacks were not just
inspired by the Islamic State,
but rather carried out by core
members of the terrorist group,
who had been trained and vetted
in Syria before being tapped to
carry out attacks on European
soil. It also aims to show that the
assailants — nearly all of whom
had European passports — had
been carrying out atrocities in
the group’s name long before
their return to Europe.
It is unclear why it took the Islamic State, also known as ISIS
or ISIL, more than two months
to release the video, which also
includes numerous images of
the Paris attacks. Under the
headline “Target Area: Paris,”
it shows frantic televised scenes
of soccer players and fans reacting to explosions at the Stade du
France, and chaos on the streets
near the Bataclan and other
venues where the mass shootings took place.
Charlie Winter, a senior researcher at the Transcultural
Conflict and Violence Initiative
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FAMILY’S NEW HOME: Emmanuel Valdovinos, 9, from right, his brother Aaron, 10, mother Juana Paniagua and sister Maritere, 5, sit together Aug. 2 at their new
apartment in Santa Rosa. The northeast Santa Rosa apartment that Paniagua and her family previously rented had walls that were steeped with mold.

WATCH SONOMA COUNTY »
Mold, vermin left unaddressed for years at crux
of tenant lawsuit against SR property owners
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By ANGELA HART
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Wellness
plans forced
on workers
By REED ABELSON
NEW YORK TIMES

It may be an offer employees
simply can no longer refuse.
Workers increasingly are being told by their companies to
undergo health screenings and
enroll in wellness programs, as
a way to curb insurance costs.
Many employees now face stiff
financial penalties — often in
the form of higher premiums —
if they do not have their cholesterol checked or join programs
to lose weight or better manage
diabetes.
And a ruling late last month
by a federal judge in Wisconsin
is likely to further embolden
companies to prod workers to
join these programs, despite
growing concerns over employee privacy and health management.
The court decision is the latest setback for the federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, which in the last few
years has pursued legal action
against programs it says violated federal antidiscrimination
laws.
The agency has argued, unsuccessfully in some cases, that
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DEMOLITION WORK: Workers gut the Bennett Valley Townhomes on
Hoen Avenue in Santa Rosa in August, after residents were forced to
vacate because of high levels of mold spores.
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Aaron’s
parents, Juana Paniagua and Eric Valdovinos,
took him to the doctor repeatedly
for years for his asthma, a chronic
condition he was predisposed to
at birth.
The boy’s condition grew worse,
however, from breathing toxic air
in a home where he’d lived from
the time he was 1 until he was 10
last year, his doctors said.
The northeast Santa Rosa
apartment that Paniagua and her
family called home until last January had walls that were steeped
with high levels of dangerous
mold, according to tests included
in city records. Other asthma
triggers, including rats and cock-

roaches, plagued the apartment.
“Aaron had a bad start in life —
his lungs were injured from the
start — but living in that place
was like throwing gas on the fire,”
said Douglas Jimenez, a physician
at Vista Family Health Center
in Santa Rosa, who has been
Valdovinos’ primary care doctor
since he was a toddler. “Kids in
living environments exposed
to asthma triggers have more
asthma flares, and for the first 10
years of life, that’s where he was.”
The discovery of the poor
indoor air quality and its contribution to health problems in
Paniagua’s family — others also
reported respiratory problems —
came as a jarring revelation for
the 38-year-old mother of three.
The family, along with eight
others who lived in the 10-unit
Bennett Valley complex at 4050
Hoen Ave., called the Bennett
Valley Townhomes, are now part
of a high-profile lawsuit against
the property’s previous owners, Tadgh T. McSweeney and
Kathleen Wood, and its current
owners, David Silver and Jamie
Clifford.
The suit seeks unspecified financial damages for a wide range
TURN TO LAWSUIT » PAGE A4
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Substandard housing affects hundreds of Sonoma County residents,
sometimes taking a toll on health.
Government action often falls short in
ensuring that the problems are fixed.

Nine families were displaced from a
Santa Rosa apartment complex where
conditions prompted a lawsuit against
landlords and a shakeup in city staff
and policy.

As elected officials wrestle with how
to respond to the rise in substandard
housing cases, local agencies responsible for protecting tenants are shortstaffed, hampering investigations.

Short of government action, tenants
in substandard housing are turning
up the heat on unresponsive landlords, seeking out attorneys and filing
lawsuits in some cases.
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RENT CONTROL DEBATE: Real estate groups
step up fight against proposal as issue
returns to Santa Rosa council Tuesday / A3
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